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There is a lot of focus in science about the potential and development
of new bio-engineered ingredients and foods. The purpose is multifaceted in hopes of creating different plants that will in some way be
more resistant to pests or diseases so as to produce more and better
crops.
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experienced life where
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years ago. If the receptivity surrounding

essential amino acids and are replaced

Other unique developments that are part of

these recent issues is an indication, bio-

with a better amino acid balance from

this discussion include the production of

engineered ingredients would be facing a

bacteria, fungal or algal sources.
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control or immune improvement or
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Enzymes

encapsulation of nutrients to reduce the

Enzymes are used commonly in many food

breakdown in processing or to improve the

Alternatives
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delivery for absorption. Encapsulation can

Bio-engineered foods might be options, but

produce a more digestible food, but what
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there are other ways to develop new
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Fermentation

• Flavours or intake modulators to help

company primarily using acetic acid (the acid
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health are well accepted, but what about
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• Better flavours to increase or decrease
intake.
• Bacterial end products that reduce

• Biologically active peptides from milk,
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egg or fish that control gastrointestinal

As we look ahead, there are still many

function, blood pressure or immunity.

exciting options to improve our pet food

• Increase the cook and the performance

ingredients with or without gene

pathogen growth. Lactic acid from

during extrusion while increasing the

manipulation of ingredients. It is always

beneficial bacteria is a useful inhibitor of

availability of many nutrients.

possible that global shortages of ingredients

pathogens like salmonella, but many

will spur the development faster. We must

other fermentation components exist

Extraction

always press that these new options be

that are more effective.

Extraction of plant ingredients are being

tested well to protect our pets and their food

rapidly explored in many human health

products.

• Bio-surfactants that help in cleaning
production plants or even help in

areas, but what about the potential

absorption.

extraction of:

• Essential amino acids (e.g. tryptophan,

• Blood, egg or milk colostrums for

threonine) to help balance the more

immunoglobulins for passive immunity

unusual food vegetable proteins that are

and the harvesting of biological peptides

less than balanced.

for active immunity.

• Algal fermentation products with high

• Extraction of common crops and foods

levels of DHA or EPA, which are being

for use in cancer treatment as with olive

used in cognitive and joint care

leaf extract, for use in appetite control as

conditions.

with spinach extract or for use in

• Balanced proteins using vegetable
sources that contain lower levels of

preservation improvement as with
rosemary extract or green tea extract.
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